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So emotional and deep, this book is become one of my all time favs. I love how Ms. Anderson

makes the situations so real and different from the typical. No one is rich and well off and their

problems are very real and not simply well, not to be blunt, but trivial.Sometimes you read some

romances and they make it seem as though the problems are so trivial and easily solved if the

characters would just stop and pay attention. Not with Ms. Anderson and I am glad. Its a breath of

fresh air. These are REAL problems we ALL face and even if we don't all face them they are serious

enough to warrant the angst and worry in the story.The heroine is strong and the hero is not

overbearing and dramatic. He is REAL. He is your own husband and your father, brother and

someone you would really meet. Not a conjured character. She makes them so real, you feel as

though you know them.In this book, Chloe Evans leaves a tough past behind to bring her child

Jeremy to a new place to start fresh. A tiny place called Jack Pine, Oregon. But all is not well in

Jack Pine, even though from the outside all seems quiet. A horrible past and poison is lurking in



town and trying to keep Jeremy safe from her own past, Chloe goes to the only man she thinks can

help her and her son, Ben Longtree.Ben is by far not to be befriended. Long a go he was rumored to

have murdered a man and possibly murders people that step onto his wilderness property. He lives

with his ill mother and in isolation with the injured animals that come to him mysteriously. Once a

veterinarian, his past destroyed what was left of his practice. So when red-haired Chloe comes to

him for help with her son, he is angry. They must be trying to turn him in for the animals on his

property.

Chloe Evans has been to hell and back and has relocated with her son, Jeremy, to Jack Pine,

Oregon. Leaving her husband, whom, after an accident turned into an abusive man she didn't

recognize, Chloe wanted the bring Jeremey the security of being safe. She felt that life in a small

town would be exactly what Jeremey needed. When her son begs her for a puppy, Chloe doesn't

have to heart to turn him down. When Jeremy's puppy gets sick and the vet it unwilling to treat him

without the money up front, Jeremy takes Rowdy to the town outcast, Ben Longtree who is a vet,

but unable to practice. Soon, Chloe finds herself entangled in Ben's enchanting world on Cinnamon

Ridge. With a wolf and a mountain lion for pets, Chloe has never met anyone like Ben, and for a

reason she can't begin to define, she feels safe in his presence and trust him with her son's

safety.Ben Longtree loves the solitude of Cinnamon Ridge. When it is envaded by a six year old

boy, Ben tries to turn him away. His annoyance quickly turns acceptance and he soon finds himself

impressed by the young boy who would stand up to who people in town believe is a cold-blooded

murderer. Ben's world shifts when Chloe and Jeremy start spending more time in the ridge and Ben

experiences the magic of love. He is wary, however, for there is more than one person who would

happily destroy his life. Always having a gift with animals, Ben can't turn away the wounded that turn

up on his property. From owls to skunks to bears, Ben will not turn one animal away, even if it

means spending the rest of his life in jail. The more he gets to know Chloe, and the more he feels

himself falling in love, the more he wants to tell her all his secrets. There is evil lurking though, evil

that both Ben and Chloe underestimated.
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